







LED screens can typically display instantly updateable information and the obvious example in this instance would
be a clock timer for a sporting event such as a swimming gala and instant race results keeping the spectators fully up
to date on the events of the day.
A wide range of information can be displayed such as; a timer for timed races with competitors race positions, the
current leaderboard with positions and times, scores if it’s a water based game, as well as general information,
competitor profiles and sponsors adverts and our video display screens can show live action or video replays.
The full colour LED screens can be integrated with many Swim Meet software packages such as Meet Manager 6.0
from Hy-Tek Ltd, used for International Meets such as World Cup and Pan Pacific Championships and all levels of
Swim Meets with standard or advanced options.
The choice is really up to you as to what sort of display you go for, anything from a simple scoreboard and timer up
to high definition video displays and all in between!
Our screens are full colour with a large range of LED pitch
sizes giving you standard definition through to ultra high definition dependant upon the viewing distance and, of
course, your budget.

These two examples shown above detail all the necessary information on the current / last race and you can see from
the two examples below that you can really configure the display how you like, whether it’s for a race in a swimming
gala or a water sports match such as water polo you can have timers, scores, times etc.
The second photo below shows how you can combine live video / replay along with times / positions, giving you full
flexibility.

As an established leader in the UK for electronic message display signs and with over 35 years experience
in the business of supplying programmable LED signs and LED displays, you can be sure that we'll give
you the right advice and excellent service, these are the values that we hold dear.
We are a British company and we pride ourselves in our commitment to our customers, product
performance and our quality of service. In the past 35 years or more we have installed in the region of
nearly 20,000 LED screens and displays to a broad spectrum of clients. As a LED display LED screen
manufacturer we are able to offer a complete bespoke service from concept to commissioning offering you
the most cost effective solution to your needs.
If you'd like to talk to us about how we can help you just call us. There's no obligation and we don't charge
for quotations. We can work together to be sure that the LED display we offer you is absolutely the correct
solution for your requirements.
For demonstrations and to view our extensive range of LED displays please contact us to arrange a visit to
our factory showroom in Andover, Hampshire. Just call us on 01264 303030.

LED Synergy Electronic Displays have over 35 years experience in the manufacture and supply of
electronic displays to many companies and individuals worldwide. We have a wealth of experience and
expertise and have been accredited with the following certifications:

ISO9001
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ELECTRICAL and
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RESTRICTION of
HAZARDOUS
SUBSTANCES

We are also an approved
Highways Agency contractor





We accept most major credit and debit cards
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